
MGTOW
   MRA

Passive resistance 
by loose alliance of 
men rights activists

Are you man? DO NOT WORK, DO NOT PAY 
TAX, DO NOT MARRY! Dont cooperate with 
officials!
-The state has no family-plans: it only have woman-
plans. Free money and housing for woman and 
lifetime forced labour for men.
-We demand to outlaw child support! In the case 
of a divorce, it has 89% chance of the the wealth 
and children will belong to the woman only. The 
state should not take away the children from any of 
the parents!
-Discrimination in the judicature must be 
terminated! Currently, a man receives three times 
bigger sentence than a woman receives for the same 
criminal activity.
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Share theses flyers: http://mgtowmra.blog.hu
-Do not participate in the local or European 
elections, because all of the major party is 
anti-male! Leave the EU and the UN!!
-Domestic violence, sexual abuse, sexual 
harrasment, and rape does not exist. If 
somebody injures someone, there are already 
laws to punish that. We demand to outlaw 
these laws, so a man cant be punished for 
imaginary crimes!
-End the discrimination of boys in the 
education system!
-Why every public office is full of woman 
who just sit around, without doing any useful 
thing, from the money of the state?
-Save your wealth into cryptocurrency: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency 
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